Tree level unitarity violations of extra dimensional extensions of the Standard Model may become much stronger when the scalar sector is included in the bulk. This effect occurs when the couplings are not suppressed for larger Kaluza-Klein levels, and could have relevant consequences for the phenomenology of the next generation of colliders. We briefly review our formalism to obtain more stringent unitarity bounds when KK modes are present, as well as the generalization to extra dimensions of the Equivalence Theorem between Goldstone bosons and longitudinal gauge bosons.
Introduction.
Violations of tree level unitarity are an indication of a perturbation theory breakdown and that the interaction has become strong. As it is well known, this happens in the Standard Model (SM) for Higgs masses of the order of 1 TeV. Let us now recall how this bound was obtained [1] . First, we need the definition of partial waves of angular momentum J for two-body scattering, and the familiar unitarity condition they satisfy in the elastic regime, when only one state α is available:
1. When more states, β , are accessible, we form a matrix T J αβ and unitarity requires its eigenvalues to be smaller than one. For example, in the SM we have tree level couplings between α However we have shown that this effect can be rather large when Higgs fields extend in the bulk and their KK modes have the same couplings as the zero mode. This is the case, for instance, of universal extra dimensions [3] . Here we will briefly review how, with compactification scales of the order of 1
5¨3 TeV, this effect could lead to a strongly interacting regime within the reach of the LHC. In order to do so, we first review a useful tool to calculate longitudinal gauge boson amplitudes, and its extension to extra dimensions.
The Equivalence Theorem in extra dimensions.
In renormalizable R ξ gauges, the gauge fixing function f a ∂ µ V µa¨ξ MG Va , which acts like a delta function in field space, implies 
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We have used an extra dimensional generalization [5] with 5D gauge bosons and Higgs fields in the bulk, on the brane, or both. The novelty is that mass matrices are different now for V L and G V and are non diagonal, mixing the Goldstone boson KK modes G V n¡ with the V 5 n¡ (the latter give masses to the KK V L in the unbroken case [6] ). If the Higgs is on the brane there is also KK level mixing. We thus had to perform a rotation to find the gauge boson mass eigenstates and a different one to diagonalize the Goldstone boson "mass" matrix M 2 G . It was not trivial to find that the mixing term from the gauge fixing function, proportional to M G and not to M 2 G , becomes diagonal under these simultaneous rotations. This implies that there is a complicated combination of Goldstone bosons and V 5 n¡ KK modes, that is a "mass" eigenstate, which is related ("eaten") by their associated longitudinal gauge boson mass eigenstate, so that, as usual,
M k being the largest m V m¡ mass, and C i¡ 
An example of strong unitarity violations with scalars in the bulk.
Let us consider a minimal 5D extension of the SM compactified on the segment S 1 Z 2 , of length πR, in which the SU 2¡ L and U 1¡ Y gauge and Higgs fields propagate in the bulk. It is straightforward to write the Lagrangian and tree level partial waves [2] 
scattering into itself, as well as into β 
. The continuous lines are the contributions of the KK excitations, which, in total, yield the thick continuous line.
In Figure 2 we plot in the s¦ m h 0¡ ¡ plane the regions where tree level unitarity is violated (white). Since we have only used two-body states to derive Eq.(2.1), and other, many body, states
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should also contribute positively to the sum, we have also plotted in gray the area where Eq.(2.1) is larger than 0.5. In these two regions the electroweak symmetry breaking sector will most likely become strongly interacting. Finally, we can also see how the more dimensions are added (D 6¦ 7 ))) ), the stronger tree level unitarity violations become. Finally, let us remark that this effect could be accessible at the next generation of colliders, like LHC. 
